EARLYBIRD SALE
For New FIT bookings: 7 December 2017 to 31 March 2018
For travel on The Ghan and Indian Pacific: 1 November 2018 to 28 February 2019

Regarded as one of the world’s greatest rail
journeys, The Ghan delivers so much more than an
extended train ride. It promises access to parts of
Australia no other holiday can come close to – the
perfect balance of comfort and adventure
culminating in an experience that will move you in
every sense of the word.

Price from AUD879 on Twin Share
Explore The Journey

Details

DARWIN – ALICE SPRINGS
ALICE SPRINGS – DARWIN

One night and two days via Katherine, one
way, 1,420km. Weave your way through the
wet and wild landscapes of the magnificent top
end.

ADELAIDE – DARWIN
DARWIN – ADELAIDE

Two nights and three days via Alice Springs and
Katherine, one way, 2,979km. Coast to coast,
through the fiery red centre, experience
Australia at its dramatic best.
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Routings
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Stepping aboard the mighty Indian Pacific, you’ll
feel a great sense of anticipation as this
unforgettable Australian adventure begins to
unfold. Whether you’re journeying from the Indian
Ocean to the Pacific or the other way round, you’ll
be making your way across the longest stretch of
straight railway track in the world.

Price from AUD1,349 on Twin Share
Explore The Journey

Details

Routings

ADELAIDE – PERTH
PERTH – ADELAIDE

Two nights and three days via Cook and
Kalgoorlie, one way, 2,659km. Make your way
from one great capital city to another,
experiencing the tremendous beauty that lies
between.

SYDNEY – PERTH
PERTH – SYDNEY

Three nights and four days via Broken Hill,
Adelaide, Cook and Kalgoorlie, one way,
4,352km. This definitive Australian adventure
takes you the breadth of this great Southern
land.

Terms and Conditions
 20% off Everyday Fares apply for the Indian Pacific (Eastbound and Westbound) and The Ghan (Northbound and Southbound)
for travel in Gold Service Twin and Single cabins.
 Not applicable to Platinum Service
 Does not include travel Adelaide – Alice Springs v.v. and Sydney – Adelaide v.v.
 Booking must be made on or before 31 March 2018 to enjoy the Earlybird offers.
 Blackout dates may apply during the booking period subject to sales and are subject to change throughout the booking period.
 10% off the Gold Service fare on The Indian Pacific for travel in November 2018.
 20% off the Gold Service fare on The Indian Pacific for travel between December 2018 to February 2019.
 20% off the Gold Service fare on The Ghan for travel between November 2018 to February 2019.
 This offer is subject to space availability on the day of purchase.
 100% cancellation charges apply 10 days after booking and the fare is non-transferable and non-refundable after the 10 days
booking period.
 No amendments can be made more than 10 days after booking.
 Jebsen Holidays reserves the right of final decision in case of any dispute.
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